on TV, radio, in print, and on social media to build "vaccine conEdence. "  Media networks including ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox News, CNN, stopped, we just might get somewhere.

Are they going to say that a dangerous pathogen - possibly smallpox - has escaped from a bioweapons lab in Ukraine? I fear that they are aware critical thinker unaffected by group psychosis - that after the PEzer document Easco, "trust in authority has been destroyed". No parrot the o`cial narrative like well trained robots. Dr John Campbell announced the important observation - obvious to any moderately manual.

"vaccines" without knowledge or consent. The moral is never assume James Bond Elms are Ectional. [paragraph ends]

"WHO has changed deEnitions of herd immunity and pandemic, literally altering reality, and this is just one example. " Altering reality - is played to keep Warp Speed information buried for 55 to 75 years, but should be seen before years end, along with what looks like a "WHO investigation on the mechanism of" - whatever"

"that drives the European Health Union forward", For this the European Commission has introduced a legislative proposal for an EU *** European Commission proposes 'digital identity wallet' *** The EU's health data space proposal is a new governance framework would have to be done by force, I don't see that in the cards. We're reduced to pinning our hopes on obscure Elms like this that worse, they're winning. They have all the money, which is power, and there is no mechanism I've heard of to take it from them. That every institution, enlisting their useful idiots to crush any opposition. Sure seems to be working beautifully to me. This will get plenty of warning, prompting me to drop out [from voting] at age 22 in 1968...see Ninth Amendment, just because a right is not positivism. These pseudo-rights have created the Great Society [communist dictatorship] which we currently enjoy...there was therefore cannot be removed by them. Dordee, of course the truth will out, eventually - but who knows how long it will take?

fallout from exposing PEzer criminality - one link to circulate widely. As for the 2008 Financial crisis, sub prime mortgages etc - it was when I had Lymphoma, given 3 months that i turned to doing my own research and found Dr. Mercola who supplied me YES! it was...
How did they pull it off? Seriously? Not ONE of these perps has yet to be held to account. This is continuing and next scamdemic already

...country where you live - and it will be us, the little people, who get it in the neck. Then all those useful zombies will put up a new avatar,

...how your Eat currency can be gone from your bank in even less time, then you are in big trouble. How many governments around the

...Are you now repainting your house or more bizarrely your breast, in the WEF approved colours or at least buying a tacky ribbon brooch

...reared its ugly head, were you straight on the internet (using a non-google search engine) and Ending out about the pollution levels all

...last year by the Fraternal Order of Police Flag 7 and other police unions against the city resulted in a February arbitration award that

...continuity of day-to-day government operations, " his o`ce said in a statement. Lightfoot's latest statement comes after the city won

...deaths? Mayor Lori Lightfoot warns police and other city workers will lose their salaries if they don't receive the Erst COVID-19 vaccine by

...Bravo to all the brave people who contributed in the making of this Elm. I think we all need to take a moment of silence to remember the

...can own governments or dissolve them, decide what is researched in universities, what children can or can't learn in schools, what

...in the world. " They went on, "Adding further outrage, the BlackRock-run program will get $75 billion of the $454 billion in taxpayers'

...Jeff Bezos is not the richest person in the World. Think about the fortunes that have been building since the time of the Pharaohs,

...we ever get is blah blah blah in the Swamp on our (we the people's) dime too. To know I help fund the likes of Fauci and his evil and

...does not cover holistic medicine, stem cell injections which cured my bone on bone knees. That is another thing, medicine no

...pandemic, which was quickly debunked.

...must remain evil to maintain it. They are simply following their orders.

...What makes you think they don't realize the damage they are doing? They were completely corrupted to achieve their power. They

...mankind. Dr mercola and all who follow him are evil, terrorists seeking to undermine the good government. Been there and no

...getting one PEzer Covid jab. His cardiologist told him that she now has 10 new patients; maybe more now as this was months

...be sick; the immune system would have to be in exhaustion all the time.

...circulation problems are susceptible to clots & blockages in general, shouldn't they be left out of any Jab/s. With the growing

...themselves in the middle of the swamp. How long you will be able to live in the swamp is up to you. How much longer are we going to

...454 billion dollars are going to be used by BlackRock to buy bonds in the US government.

...themselves in the middle of the swamp. How long you will be able to live in the swamp is up to you. How much longer are we going to

...not the richest person in the World. Think about the fortunes that have been building since the time of the Pharaohs, &

...money, & all the capital that has been amassed by the New World Order since the time of the Pharaohs, to even think about

...visa, for less than $5000 each. He then sold them $6000 worth of wholesale furniture, & the rest is history. He was in the Middle

...to the Pharaohs, to even think about deploying this technology in any way.

...in the world. " They went on, "Adding further outrage, the BlackRock-run program will get $75 billion of the $454 billion in taxpayers'

...which is why they are doing this. They want to control the world, they want to control the minds of the masses, they want to

...stop you. They will keep you en masse in the swamp, & they will keep you there, by any means necessary.

...together in the swamp. It is up to all of us to make sure that we do not get there. It is up to all of us to make sure that we do not

...mankind. Dr mercola and all who follow him are evil, terrorists seeking to undermine the good government. Been there and no

...mankind. Dr mercola and all who follow him are evil, terrorists seeking to undermine the good government. Been there and no

...mankind. Dr mercola and all who follow him are evil, terrorists seeking to undermine the good government. Been there and no
Hopefully, this will add to your modest level of instrument benefitting investors. 'We the people' must also recognize that the Medical Industry has now been fully weaponized as the ruling elites. It is vital to understand that the public health industry is now directly tied to global markets and operates based on the wind down the Covid restrictions in order to quell growing unrest, we can be assured they will insist on retaining the "right" to re-impose.

When you base science on lies from the get go you end up where they put us in 2020. A web of lie breeds more lies and then lies turn to least safer.) Igor Belyaev, expert on mm-wave health effects since 1986

I am afraid more of our sweetest people will leave this dimension. I don't know if I can bear to watch what is going on and coming at us. I have disconnected as best I can from the current events. I pray that the good doctor and others will end antidotes to this jab as many of us have disconnected as best I can from the current events. I pray that the good doctor and others will end antidotes to this jab as many of us...

The best lack all the ceremony of innocence is drowned; The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere. The loosed upon the world, The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere The ceremony of innocence is drowned; The best lack all

We need a society that does not elevate them into positions of wealth, power, and prestige. We need a populace capable of seeing the existence of people like Soros, Schaub, Gates, Biden, Schiff, Pelosi, the Bush family, Cheneys, et.al. Their existence is a given. The bureaucrat's love:

"diet, injection and injunction will be used" book Science and Society. . . creating Pod People [Invasion of the Baudy Snatch]

reading the Moth in the Iron Lung. The science of contagion has been bent from the day it was pulled out of some...
presentations.

Reply

dark maybe crap....  clear cut public hanging for Treason....I wanna see a DNA testing and I wanna see thesde slimy bas-tards dance from

How do you know if you are the target audience of a Psychological Operation? Look for these tactical signs: 1. The presence of fear, impedes progress and visibility but offers nothing to come to grips with. It is like carbon monoxide poisoning. People know something is

Communism, in Western societies, is a stealthy, deluding inJuence. It is like a fog bank that slowly creeps in over the landscape. It

enough. This is a GLOBAL attack! If we don't Eght the right war, and on ALL fronts, our Western civilization will lose big time!

attempt to outlaw the Communist Party They evidently have succeeded quite well. And most Americans are clueless about this threat.

that is going on nowadays. "The Naked Communist" by W. Cleon Skousen lists the 45 goals that the Communists are seeking to achieve.

founder of theCorona Investigative Committee, pointed out, "It's never, in the history of mankind, in the history of medicine, there's never

Tianenmen square, this was not the exception, but the norm in dictatorships. Just talk to anybody from such a regime and they will tell

D) As for what is to come, if people do NOT resist NOW then dictatorship controls free speech in the most harsh ways possible. Think of

what it takes, and that is why the wakeup movement is only going to continue to grow.

right and wrong, not demi gods! C) People need to wake up, but they will, and they already are. Witness the mass mob protests all over

western economies and collapse of their societies and now the initiation of what may well be a world war, represents the continuation of

economy and a brown Afro-Asian population made up primarily of mohammedans. The Rothschilds, Warburgs and Baruch have been

which the "smart" people had the power to do what they recognized needed to be done. The catastrophe of the war was ascribed to

"Mom. Are we there yet?"